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Big Bet Pays Off For
Science-Based Beauty Company
After investing everything into R&D, one company has used science
to become the leader in professional at-home beauty treatments
aesthetician. “We developed the technology using data science and physics and combined it
with a super-simple user interface.”

Miss America Betty Maxwell, CEO Sidney
Paramadilok, and Medical Director Kim Nguyen

There’s no such thing as a sure thing, not
in business and not in life. Even professional
gamblers ﬂinch at the prospect of going all-in,
but Sidney Paramadilok did just that four years
ago, rolling the dice and investing everything
into R&D. His gamble paid off big-time.
While the hypercompetitive world of beauty
might seem an odd place for someone with a
background in deep learning, data science, and
information analytics to land, it makes perfect
sense to Paramadilok. His scientiﬁc roots make
him “naturally interested in technical solutions
that are data-driven and validated through science and quantiﬁable results,” he says. That’s
just the approach he took in developing Microderm GLO, a patented, FDA Class I medical device, and he started with extensive research of
the category’s potential opportunities.
In 2016, he identiﬁed “a huge gap in affordable, at-home, medical-grade beauty treatments,” particularly in skin care. Microdermabrasion has traditionally been a costly, in-ofﬁce
dermatology procedure. With monthly treatments recommended for best results, it gets
prohibitively expensive very quickly.
A key challenge in developing an affordable
at-home alternative was that the product would
be replacing licensed medical professionals in
a clinical environment with inexperienced users
in front of their own vanity. “We solved that huge
problem by working with the FDA and addressing the biggest safety risks with safeguards,
including our proprietary Safe3D technology,”
says Holly Cayton, Microderm GLO’s medical

AN AMAZING CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Paramadilok stuck with his all-in approach
when addressing customer service. Microderm
GLO is the only company in its industry that
stands behind its products with a 100 percent
money-back guarantee and a lifetime warranty. “We want customers to know that we are
with them on their skin-care journey for life by
earning their trust through our breakthrough
technology and commitment to an amazing
customer experience.”
Microderm GLO recently partnered with
Miss America, Betty Maxwell, to further its
mission of empowering women to look and feel
their best. “We are super excited and proud to
have Betty on our team and representing our
brand towards this worthy ideal.”
Microderm GLO is a fast-moving company
with an industry-leading revenue-per-employee
metric. “Everyone on our team wears many hats
and is excited to jump in and do whatever it takes
to get the job done,” Paramadilok says. Data and
metrics drive all decisions, and team members
are problem-solvers, constantly on the lookout
for opportunities that add customer value.
With Microderm GLO’s three-year revenue
growth exceeding 4,000 percent, Paramadilok
believes his approach bodes well for the future.
“One of our core values is having a 10X mindset and building for scale,” he says. The team
conducts a yearly exercise where they visualize
revenue at 10X current level to identify breaking
points in all functional areas. They brainstorm
different strategic solutions for each breaking
point, clarifying and resolving bottlenecks that
stand in the way of geometric growth.
Paramadilok’s long-term vision is to continue developing affordable, in-home alternatives
to traditionally expensive solutions. “We believe
that everyone should have access to solutions
that promote health and conﬁdence, not just
those who can afford expensive luxuries.”
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